The Quantum Communicator, is the crown jewel of the sacred geometric shapes. It will
connect you to larger dimensions of your own self by facilitating the opening of portals into
all your other lifetimes, including those as other species here on the earth plane and
beyond. This will make it easier for you to bring through valuable skills, knowledge, insights
& wisdom.
By using the Quantum Communicator to set your intentions to enrich your life, you can
move into deeper portals (wormholes) that can expand into your other lifetimes beyond the
Earth, to other Solar System planets (e.g. Saturn) and on into other star systems (e.g.
Sirius). As you integrate and harmonize these skills from your own repertoire, you evolve
into the Master and Genius that you truly are.
The Quantum Communicator can compress time and space and facilitate leaping across
dimensions. By setting your one-time highly focused intention within the stillness of a quiet
meditative mind, you will be applying the Quantum Communicator's compression
capabilities to greatly acceleration your manifestations.
As you choose to release your current extremely limiting perceptions and blockages, you
can expand beyond the status and history of your current lifetime. This applies not only to
you individually but to us as a human collective of lightworkers. You can go as far as you
are willing to become bolder and grander in your allowance to embrace the uncertainty of
the unknown and allow that you truly do not know. A very wise man (Socrates) once said,
“The reason why I'm the wisest of all men is that I'm the only one who knows that he knows
nothing.” The deeper meaning of this statement is the acknowledgement that true wisdom
arises from a place of not knowing. To access this place, you can use the Quantum
Communicator to accelerate and magnify the opening into the stillness that allows Quantum
levels of wisdom to emerge within that silence. We truly are the ones we are waiting for.
The more you are willing to drop what you think you know, the farther you can go beyond
your wildest imaginings. By opening to the unknown, the gaps, the stillness and silence, you
allow the emergence of your greatness to usher in your new self with your new life and
collectively our new humanity. This geometric form is 2 inches in diameter and is available
in polished gold over stainless steel.
Benefits:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Access your advanced skills, knowledge, insights and wisdom from other
lifetimes.
Integrate your higher chakra bodies with your lower chakra bodies so that they
become accessible and usable via your intentions; as you expand your
consciousness.
Extend your etheric field to actively incorporate all your chakras into your energetic
body. Click here to download a copy of Gma's Chakra Chart.
Immerse yourself by stilling your mind, where your true quantum intelligence and
wisdom resides.
Increase your telepathic capability & light language fluency. This is the
universal language of communication.
Increase your telepathic connection with your Ascended Master, ETs and other
Light Beings.

•
•
•
•

Enhance your internal vision.
Clarify and strengthen your inner voice.
Expand and increase your energetic crown chakra flow.
Accelerate your ability to manifest your desires.

How to use:
Place the Quantum Communicator within your auric field and consciously affirm all of the
benefits listed above for yourself, this one-time imprinting is instant.
Being in the still point is being fully present in the now, where you feel at peace. In this state
you drop your one-time intention and let it go. You facilitate the manifestation of your
intention by being in the still point throughout your day. The more time you spend at peace
or in stillness, the faster you will manifest your true desires. Please note peace or stillness
is a state of being while you go about your day. The Quantum Communicator facilitates
your connection with the still point.
Place the Quantum Communicator and any other geometric forms that you have from Gma
beside you while you meditate, do spiritual work or do any type of work or activity in which
you would like to benefit from the energies of these powerful tools. Most of the work you do
with each form is done on a subconscious level.

